NEGATIVE
1. bitter: proceeding from strong animosity
2. condescending: to speak to as if one is inferior
3. contemptuous: to regard or treat with scorn, disrespect
4. disdainful: to reject aloofly
5. disgusted: offensive in a gross, sickly way
6. flippant: casually disrespectful
7. indignant: feeling/expressing anger by something unjust or mean
8. irreverent: disrespectful to authority
9. petty: of small importance
10. scornful: to treat as unworthy
11. cynical: belief that one is motivated by selfishness
12. solemn: deeply earnest, grave
13. depressed: low in spirits
14. cold: lacking emotion, aloof
15. maudlin: effusively or tearfully sentimental
16. arrogant: unpleasantly self-important
17. melancholic: sad, depressed, gloomy

NEUTRAL
1. bantering: good-humored, playful conversation
2. colloquial: characteristic of informal speech or writing
3. confident: trust or faith in a person or thing
4. detached: separated, disconnected; free from emotion
5. didactic: intended to instruct
6. sober: temperate; solemn, self-restrained
7. informal: casual, not in accord with prescribed regulations
8. objective: uninfluenced by emotions or personal prejudices
9. restrained: holding back, especially emotions
10. scholarly: in a learned fashion
11. sincere: not feigned or affected; true
12. serious: grave in quality or manner; causing great concern
13. sophisticated: very complex or complicated
14. scientific: knowledge gained through experience
15. reflective: seriously thoughtful
16. authoritative: showing expert knowledge
17. somber: dark; gloomy

POSITIVE
1. benevolent: kindly or charitable
2. compassionate: aware of the suffering of others
3. determined: showing a decision, purpose
4. ecstatic: intensely joyful or delighted
5. effusive: outpouring of feeling
6. enthusiastic: interested or excited
7. hopeful: desire accompanied by confident expectation
8. laudatory: expressing or conferring praise
9. learned: showing knowledge
10. sympathetic: showing mutual understanding, affection, or pity
11. playful: full of fun; frolicsome
12. humorous: the quality that makes something laughable or amusing
13. witty: cleverly humorous
14. satiric / ironic: words used to convey the opposite meaning or to criticize human folly
15. nostalgic: a bittersweet longing for the past
16. confident: trust or faith in a person or thing
17. optimistic: tendency to expect the best possible outcome, hopeful